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Mao’s Red Guards and the “Wicked Wisdom” of Lesley Gore

There could not possibly be any parallel between the actions of Mao Tse Tung’s young Red Guard zealots and the intensifying demands of identity groups that all people must conform to their version of approved linguistic expression or in effect be condemned as “reactionaries” and “counter-revolutionaries” who are clearly “on the wrong side of history”. Nor, in demanding that they be allowed to effectively take over the university and its curriculum while staffing faculty and administrative positions with people who think like them while others are subjected to “re-education” sessions that “sensitize” them into the proper way to look at the world’s reality, should we judge students and protesters such as those who submitted fifty Demands to the University of North Carolina to be in any way akin to the disastrous, repressive, immature and violent members of the Red Guard who abused China between 1966 and 1976. Nonetheless, though it would be unfair to compare the two movements, the Cultural Revolution does send out a warning we should perhaps spend a little time thinking about lest we repeat some of its errors. A brief descriptive capsule appears below.

The first targets of the Red Guards included Buddhist temples, churches and mosques, which were razed to the ground or converted to other uses. Sacred texts, as well as Confucian writings, were burned, along with religious statues and other artwork. Any object associated with China’s pre-revolutionary past was liable to be destroyed.
In their fervor, the Red Guards began to persecute people deemed “counter-revolutionary” or “bourgeois,” as well. The Guards conducted so-called “struggle sessions,” in which they heaped abuse and public humiliation upon people accused of capitalist thoughts (usually these were teachers, monks and other educated persons). These sessions often included physical violence, and many of the accused died or ended up being held in reeducation camps for years. ¹

I never thought I would be starting off an analysis by citing a description of the Red Guard’s re-education and thought control actions in Mao Tse Tung’s 1966-1976 Cultural Revolution and the words of Lesley Gore’s “You Don’t Own Me” song. But in the context of what is going on in American and European societies involving the comprehensive strategy to control freedom of speech through formal and informal mechanisms of power, Gore’s slightly edited (for length) language seems highly appropriate. Her in-your-face paean to independence of thought and action captures what we face.

[Don’t tell me what to do
Don’t tell me what to say ...]

[I don’t tell you what to say
Oh, don’t tell you what to do
So just let me be myself
That’s all I ask of you

I'm free and I love to be free
To live my life the way I want
To say and do whatever I please

If the idiocy and well-intentioned malevolence of the Red Guards and Ms. Gore’s eloquent protest against being controlled in her thought, language and action don’t offer enough satisfaction we can add the feeling evoked by a 1983 Disney movie titled “Something Wicked This Way Comes” based on a 1962 Ray Bradbury novel of the same name. “Something Wicked” reflects an inchoate fear of a dark and evil force moving steadily but invisibly toward a group of youthful innocents in a small town. Although some might not like the parallel it is my position that in America today, and Europe for that matter, something wicked is coming our way and its wickedness is masked by hidden agendas and even good intentions.

Part of that developing evil is the campaigns by many groups to not only label any view other than their own as hate speech, vile, reprehensible and so forth but to savagely pursue and punish anyone who fails to give obeisance to their positions. This is being done by heckling, destroying careers, issuing threats, labeling with powerful accusations for which it is largely impossible to “prove the negative”, and demanding resignations or firings and other contemptible behavior that “offends” the targeted individuals, denies them their “safe spaces” even though their attackers insist on their own entitlement to such. The irony is that we can even assume that these tactics by people insistent on having their own “safe spaces” create traumatic experiences that will generate a need for “trigger” warnings for the affected persons for the rest of their lives.

What is occurring is not new but it is gaining in sophistication, scope and intensity as fanatics of various persuasions learn how to use the Internet as a weapon. Peter Drucker has described what is happening
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within our political and social system as the “new realities” of an increasingly pluralist democracy, explaining that: “The new pluralism ... focuses on power. It is a pluralism of single-cause, single-interest groups—the “mass movements” of small but highly disciplined minorities. Each of them tries to obtain through power what it could not obtain through numbers or through persuasion. Each is exclusively political.”

It Is All About Power, Control and Advantage for One’s Identity Group

Daniel Bell warned that: “Ideology is the conversion of ideas into social levers.” He added: “For the ideologue, truth arises in action, and meaning is given to experience by the “transforming moment.” He comes alive not in contemplation, but in ‘the deed.’” This is not (at least in the traditional sense) the language of the scholar or teacher, but of activists and ideologues. In saying this I admit I have spent much of my life as an activist but I am also a teacher and a scholar and there are times when ideology and activism goes too far and endangers other fundamentally important values such as the integrity of the Rule of Law and social discourse. We have entered such a moment.

Who better to highlight the price we pay if we fail to protect freedom of speech than Salman Rushdie. Rushdie expressed his horror at the British government’s failure to even bother criticizing violent and threatening Sikh protesters in the UK who forced the closure of Behzti, a play depicting rape and murder in a Sikh temple. Rushdie, forced into hiding for years after Ayatollah Khomeini issued a fatwa calling for his death for writing The Satanic Verses, said government
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ministers should have protected freedom of expression. Instead, he said: “It’s been horrifying to see the response. It is pretty terrible to hear government ministers expressing approval of the ban and failing to condemn the violence when they should be supporting freedom of expression.”  

In saying that political correctness and language control have gone too far I am in no way making light of the continuing discriminations that exist in American society. At the beginning of the 1980s George Gilder began his argument in Wealth and Poverty with the claim that the problem of racial discrimination had been overcome (circa 1980) and we can better focus on other matters. Gilder’s claim was a false and self-serving assertion three decades ago, and remains false today. It was a tactic uttered in support of Republican ideology and political agendas aimed at the civil rights movement and social spending. Democrats and political groups of the Left have now far exceeded Republicans in their ability to manipulate, intimidate and assign new ways to blame others for social wrongs they have failed to mitigate and may even have worsened through prior policy choices.

We can talk endlessly about due process and fairness, justice, respect, diversity or multiculturalism but what we are really experiencing is a quest for the Holy Grail of power by fractured identity groups located across all political dimensions. The advocates may use the language of truth, justice, fairness and so forth but in virtually all contexts those are merely devices the propagandists of competing political movements and identity groups are using in support of their efforts to acquire power and its entitlements. Even though in many instances the aims and intentions of the advocates are good on some level, much of what is occurring in actual practice is the behavior of fanatics and extremists. The
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level of intolerance within their camps is extreme and the tactics increasingly reprehensible.

In his book, *Power*, Adolf Berle captured the reality of social movements and their quest for institutional control. The recognition that power requires control of decision-making institutions and the ability to set and enforce rules that serve your interests has created a competition to occupy the sources of power and define the rules of decision to ensure that particular interest group preferences are reflected in the institutional choices. Berle warned that control of institutions is the only way by which people can extend their power beyond the limited reach of their fists or guns.

For previously subordinated groups this is particularly important because those they are seeking to supplant tend to possess greater power and the only effective strategy in a Rule of Law system has been to capture the mechanisms by which law is created, interpreted, applied and enforced. Obviously, this means that those seeking to capture the ability to dictate rules to others or to protect against others’ control over their interests must implement effective strategies to gain possession of the institutions that make and enforce the rules or laws.\(^8\) Once this is done, creating linguistic behaviors that are defined as violating the new rules relating to treatment of your protected class becomes an important element of control and intimidation.

**The “Flower Children” Reproduced and Created a “Less Than Brave New World”**

As I write this essay I just read a painfully appropriate *Mallard Fillmore* comic by Bruce Tinsley in my local newspaper. In only a single panel Tinsley captures the essence of many students’ expectations from their universities. A university professor reads out loud from a student’s “essay” as follows. “I’d like to read Kevin’s
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essay... “Give Me an ‘A’ on this essay ... Or the campus will burn...” [The Professor adds] “That’s the entire essay ... Wonderfully concise, with vivid imagery, Kevin!”

An interesting thing is that we don’t know if the teacher is using Kevin’s words as a critique to demonstrate its absurdity or if he is voicing true appreciation for its Wittgensteinian conciseness and precision. If he is using Kevin as a foil to demonstrate how not to fulfill the assignment then he will have insensitively violated Kevin’s “safe space” and dehumanized him by victimizing Kevin and making him “feel bad” and even “threatened” because of the consequences of turning in a failing essay and even the attempt to blackmail and extort a grade from the class. Along with this goes the fact that he used Kevin as a “thing” for the purposes of the classes’ learning process.

On the other hand if the teacher is actually praising Kevin he is offending the entire purpose and responsibility of the university as institution to instill critical thought and useful knowledge in the students who are subject to the institution’s control during a vital moment in their intellectual development. This doesn’t even begin to develop the issue of the negative educational impact on students in terms of their sense of how to write an essay, or whether one can obtain what is desired at any situation in life through threats of violence. By the way, I wonder if Kevin’s professor felt threatened or thought his classroom “safe space” was violated?

Under the heading of “you reap what you sow” I believe a great deal of the questionable behavior now taking place has its roots in movements first launched four or five decades ago. The decades of the 1960s and 1970s were seen by many as a celebration of caring, heightened social consciousness, delightful pacifist “Flower
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Children”, sensitivity, sweetness and “light” to the point it came to be labeled rather pejoratively as “touchy-feely”.

Those of us who were “seasoned” with the orientations of that time were sensitive to others’ “auras” and we learned how to “grok” from reading Robert Heinlein’s classic SciFi novel Stranger in a Strange Land. We were “sensitive”, committed to Peace (“Man”), participated in civil rights and anti-war marches and protests and above all, like Bill Clinton “felt the pain” of those not as fortunate as ourselves and expected the same treatment. Unlike Bill Clinton, however, many “Rainbow Warriors” did actually “inhale” and their children and grandchildren are “sucking in” “righteous weed” and ingesting the best designer drugs.

As for education, we learned that creating “schools without failure” was the least painful way for students to pass through school even if they didn’t really learn anything during that journey. After all, we knew that classical education was designed to make us into “just another brick in the wall” and the truth was Pink Floyd’s classic articulation that “we don’t need no education” and it was best if “Teachers! Leave them kids alone!” Pursuant to the value systems of that historical moment at least no one suffered the psycho-traumatic pain of being “judged” as not as skilled at something as anyone else, no one lost out due to the emotionally damaging stresses of competition, and once we learned to make sure no one ever was made to “feel bad” then everything was “copacetic, Dude”.

We are now paying the price for the sins of the 1960s and 1970s. Decades of “enlightened” strategies such as “social passes” in school, inflated grades in no way related to the merit of a student’s performance, granting students the power to judge the usefulness and quality of a teacher’s performance even though the students knew little or nothing about the significance of what they were supposed to learn, have all contributed to the creation of a large class of people who aren’t very well educated. But they are absolutely certain of
their own self worth and expect and demand rewards without performance and trophies for just showing up.

Identity Groups Comprised of “Victims” and “Hyper-Sensitives” Are Now Being Joined by Marginalized “White Maleness”

The policies introduced in the 1960s and 1970s and expanded in the ensuing decades have created a “hyper-sensitive” mindset among a variety of identity groups who see themselves as sharing a common characteristic as “victims”. Ironically, this is a perspective that only now appears to be expanding to include white males who are not embittered Neo-Nazis. This new constituency is rapidly being molded into an identity group created from those long considered by the other “identities” to be the “victimizers” who were repeatedly accused for the past twenty or thirty years as being responsible for the ills of the nation and the world. White males have come to be members of the camp of the “put upon” and the “victimized” rather late in the game but they can be increasingly expected to take action to identify and protect what they perceive to be their interests. 10

This shift can be seen in such areas as the expanded support for Republican political candidates by working class blue collar white male voters who have traditionally voted Democratic and also includes more women than might be thought. Another indicator may be found in the recent Internet creation of what are being called “White Student Unions” on university campuses [allegedly and quite possibly by students] in the US and Australia. At this point it is not known if the Unions are real student-driven organizations or simply the creations of Internet “trolls”. But since what is going on in the various “specialized” identity movements is implementation of
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strategies involving control of language and “spaces” there is a
definite irony in the fact that other than the argument that basically
reads: “White Men are the oppressors and are therefore not allowed
to continue their oppression by organizing and using the same tools
as the oppressed and subordinated”—there is legitimacy in creating
organizations that are dedicated to identifying and preserving identity
group interests.

In that regard consider this statement by an organizer of one of the
Australian university White Student Unions.

“We’re a genuine group, we’re not doing it to troll
anyone,” he told news.com.au. “If you roll up to any
university these days you’ll have gay safe spaces,
Muslim safe spaces: in the last four or five years it’s
become very politically correct.” “That’s great. I’m as
PC as they come. We’re staying within the narrative.
All we want is equality.” He said he was “absolutely”
expecting a backlash, but wanted to “test the
boundaries of what they’re willing to acknowledge”.
“We just thought, why not? Everyone else is doing it,
why can’t we do it? Anecdotally we have a lot of
support from the ethnic students,” he said. “Our main
antagonists are actually the older, white academics.
These people say they’re all about equality. The
academics try to build this narrative that nobody
supports this stuff, but it’s happening. We’re just
using that language ourselves.”
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The White Student Unions appear to be so socially unaware that they do not understand that the power to condemn is only a one-way street. This has been demonstrated in university speech codes that reflect academics’ agreement with the suppression of open discourse even in the university setting where we were silly enough to “think” that independent and challenging thought was paramount. Seth Stevenson describes: “These codes have their roots in theories, which gained favor with campus radicals in the 1960s, contending that (as Silverglate and Kors put it in a book they cowrote) ‘[i]f the powerful and the weak were required to play by the same rules . . . the powerful always would win.’ In other words, this theory goes, the disadvantaged need different rules. What’s more, these rules should extend to speech, not just to actions, because speech can be just as powerful and hurtful.” 12

The members of the classes of “sensitives” are made up of all social groups, genders, races and sexual identities and orientations. Among their core characteristics seem to be that they cannot tolerate critique in reverse, they see themselves as the center of the universe, have no sense of the discipline and hard work that is required to excel, couldn’t recognize exceptional quality if it hit them in the head or are threatened by excellence because it makes them “feel” inadequate, and consider their own emotional state to be the be all and end all of the world they inhabit. If all this were not enough, an undeniable aspect of their behavior is that they are quick and ruthless to offer criticism of the most banal and poisonous sort when their extremely delicate sensitivities are offended.

Members of the “sensitives” are almost unbelievably thin-skinned when they subjectively perceive someone might be “dissing” them or in a “guilt by association” statement “disrespecting” the narrow identity group to which they belong. They demand that whatever
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they say or do is deserving of respect and, “how dare” anyone fail to appreciate the legitimacy of whatever it is they do or say?

Ruth Sherlock writes, in “How political correctness rules in America’s student ‘safe spaces’”13 about students changing how education works, including demanding the elimination of words and ideas that oppose their own. Sherlock indicates students claim that they suffer emotional “trauma” when subjected to such things and “now speak about “micro-aggressions”, “trigger warnings” and “safe spaces”. One problem is that this injects such uncertainty into the process of discourse that the “safest space” for a teacher, scholar, or student who is not a member of a protected identity group is to simply be quiet.

This intimidated or prudential quietude, however, betrays the basic ideal of the university, including the students who need to be prepared for a world that does not follow the rules of a sequestered “hot house” environment and for teachers and scholars who are attempting to engage in a fundamental process of communication and research. Peter Suber sought to cope with this dilemma in his observation that: “it is important not to allow discourse to be subordinated to repression and speech codes, even while acknowledging that some restrictions on the deliberately harmful speech are possible.”14

While the idea of “safe space” was first used to describe a refuge for people exposed to racial prejudice or sexism Sherlock reports that it has a changed meaning. Now “it often implies protection from “exposure to ideas that make one uncomfortable”, according to
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Nadine Strossen, a prominent law professor and former head of the American Civil Liberties Union. [She adds] This hesitancy to engage in the dialogue of debate – and, in its most extreme form, the sense that hearing opposing opinions can cause damage to the psyche – has seeped from the campus to the classroom.”  

A similar tactic to demands for a “safe space” for specific identity groups has arisen under the concept of a teacher’s responsibility to provide “trigger warnings”. Sherlock writes that: “The introduction of “trigger warnings” may have been designed to protect people who have suffered serious trauma, but critics fear they are now a means to prevent the free discussion in class that is an essential part of academic learning. “The language of trauma, which started as a term to describe extreme events, started to be used much more loosely,” [Harvard] Prof [Jeannie] Suk said. “So trauma is now colloquially used to mean lots of different things including non-extreme, even everyday events.”

This leads to a recent report of a student’s indignation and hurt feelings at an Oklahoma college. The report indicates that following a chapel sermon dealing with a First Corinthians biblical passage on love that a student at Oklahoma Wesleyan University (OKWU) felt “offended” and “victimized” “because the “homily on love made him feel bad for not showing love,” he explained. “In his mind, the speaker was wrong for making him, and his peers, feel uncomfortable.” The university’s president Everett Piper responded through a post on the college’s website. He criticized “self-absorbed and narcissistic” students and stated: “This is not a day care. This is a university”... [Adding] “Our culture has actually taught our kids to be this self-absorbed and narcissistic. Any time their feelings are hurt, they are victims! Anyone who dares challenge them and, thus, makes them ‘feel bad’ about themselves, is a ‘hater,’ a ‘bigot,’ an
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‘oppressor,’ and a ‘victimizer.’”

I particularly liked the “not a day care” statement.

**Unintended Secondary Effects and “Collateral Damage”**

I have always supported affirmative action policies. I began my legal career as a Legal Services and civil rights lawyer prior to becoming a clinical teacher deeply engaged in the representation of poor and disadvantaged people. I have trained public defenders and Legal Services lawyers and served as counsel to a Black on Black anti-crime committee and was almost a Founding Faculty Member at the newly established Florida A & M University law school but the person who was supposed to be the first dean of that law school was sabotaged at the very last minute by external political machinations even though he had been the choice of the FAMU committee at this “historically black” institution charged with selecting the law dean.

The point is that my life has been spent in teaching, activism and scholarly work in which fairness and justice for disadvantaged people have been central elements. One understanding that has always driven my career choices has been that our American history in areas involving employment and other opportunity in race and gender is dismal. There was large-scale and pervasive long-term discrimination to the point that racial and ethnic minorities as well as women were marginalized and denied a fair opportunity at being hired in the first place or being promoted once hired if that did occur. That is an unforgivable social evil that we are trying to rectify and must continue to do so, and do it better.
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But even with the necessity of installing fair hiring and employment practices one social and psychological reality is that there are positive and negative consequences of that act in a system ostensibly based on non-discrimination for all. A reality of fair practices laws in hiring, management and promotion is that they are undeniably an act of discrimination against qualified people who had nothing to do with creating the behaviors that led to the passage of affirmative action laws. Our political system had important and legitimate reasons for enacting the legislation but we must be clear that the laws legalize another form of discrimination and there is “fall out” from that fact. The point I am trying to make here is not that the laws were illegitimate but that as I will discuss below, such major “events” have what might be thought of as “expiration dates” in which over time they produce effects that are both positive and negative.

Correcting the pernicious effects of decades and generations of systemic discrimination that deprived the members of disadvantaged groups of deserved opportunities is a noble goal. How to do it effectively and with the minimum of harm to the underlying ideals, the relations between groups affected positively and negatively. Dealing with the inevitable impacts of the rules on new groups of people who had nothing to do with the past discrimination but are required to pay part of the price imposed by steps aimed at corrective justice is something we are not very good at.

Yet, after fifty years of the grant of hiring and status preferences to those groups that were wrongly treated historically, we have entrenched another system with pernicious effects after decades of affirmative but necessary discrimination that has also deprived members of a newly disadvantaged group who had not been part of the historical “sin”. To provide a buffer against what is an obvious form of discrimination we have seen the invention of “white privilege”, “white supremacy” and “micro-aggressions”.
These labels are an unsubtle version of the doctrine of *Original Sin* applied through generations of a specific racial characteristic to people who were not responsible for the past discrimination. They are a form of “collective guilt”, of “guilt by association” and punishment of wrongdoers’ descendants to the third and fourth generations as seen in Biblical passages. It is clear that if the people involved were not mainly of European ancestry in the category we refer to as white and the specific group in that category we call male, then anyone of any intellectual capacity would immediately condemn what was occurring as discrimination and racism.

**Applying Newton’s Third Law to Social Consequences**

In the category of people harmed by new rules based on actions they personally were never involved in or for discriminatory attitudes they reject, we can draw a comparison to the concept of “collateral damage” in war where innocent civilians are killed or maimed in attacks aimed at the real “bad guys”. Some of the damage is inevitable and necessary but we should not expect the victims and their families or targeted communities to “smile brightly for the camera” and announce how happy they are about what is taking place.

One reality is, as Lord Acton warned, that power always corrupts and it is undeniable that anti-discrimination laws are a grant of power to and on behalf of people who were previously largely powerless. My aim here is not to develop an argument about the legalities and constitutionality of “legal discrimination” aimed at achieving a type of corrective justice seeking to remedy past injustices, but to mention the inevitable resentments and psychological effects such a system creates not only on the values and mindsets of those disadvantaged by the laws but by those who are benefitted by their new empowerment.

For the purposes of this discussion it is useful to look at the language of law covering the area in question and to think how law leads to the
shaping of behavior and to institutional edifices erected to implement the requirements. I suggest that the legal statements contained in the examples quoted below have produced impacts on our society that after decades of expansion, addition of new identity groups, court decisions and administrative behavior have increasingly pitted racial and gender groups against one another as the rules have become more deeply embedded in society and expectations and demands increased. What has been taking place over the past fifty years is highlighted in the passages below representing characteristic rules by which employers are expected to regulate their hiring, management and promotions behavior.

[The Company] provides equal employment opportunities (EEO) to all employees and applicants for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability or genetics. This policy applies to all terms and conditions of employment, including recruiting, hiring, placement, promotion, termination, layoff, recall, transfer, leaves of absence, compensation and training. [The Company] expressly prohibits any form of workplace harassment based on race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, national origin, age, genetic information, disability, or veteran status.18

This all sounds great. But we should ask ourselves what kind of system it has created? What are the secondary and tertiary unintended consequences of such a system? In that regard I am not referring to the “law” but to the behavioral, perceptual and psychological impacts of such a system on those who are the intended beneficiaries, and the impacts on those who are clearly relegated to disfavored status?

In considering the total systemic effects of a particular law it can be useful to apply another kind of law, and here I suggest we think about applying Newton’s Third Law in a social sense. Newton’s formulation, “for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction”, has implications for what is occurring in American society. The simple yet troubling fact is that discrimination and the selective favoring of something—including classes of people with special identifiable characteristics such as race, ethnicity, gender and gender identity as well as sexuality—is an extremely major action that alters the conditions of society and is intended to do so. But creating such a powerful and comprehensive strategy through the power of law and its enforcement mechanisms is a fundamental action that inevitably produces a range of reactions of comparable scale. The problem is that some reactions are intended and others simply occur in ways that were both foreseeable and unforeseeable. Those reactions are not only those that advance the interests of the favored classes intended as beneficiaries of the original legal action, but by those disfavored groups and individuals in society who suffer the negative “downside effects” of the strategy.

In seeking “corrective justice” there are inevitable “corrective injustices” produced. Honest logic allows no other conclusion. If the answer to this by the newly empowered groups is to say “That’s too bad, but it’s our turn now”—and I have had such statements actually made to me by a law school administrator with whom I dealt—then anyone who thinks that this does not create an “us versus them” response on the part of many people really does not know anything about human nature.

The situation becomes even more complex when we admit that given all the continuously multiplying categories of specially favored classes and protected characteristics mentioned above in the example of the law to which employees are subject, it is not an exaggeration to state that the only remaining class of people who are not protected and who are placed at a disadvantage in promotion and hiring are heterosexual white males of European descent. Oddly enough, this is
causing many in that group to think of themselves explicitly and for the first time as having a unique “identity”.

This is something I absolutely hate to see developing but as I am trying to suggest in this analysis it is an inevitable consequence of decades in which all other groups have been granted special status under the Rule of Law even while it has become a bad joke that the only safe target for “politically incorrect” speech and discrimination are white males. When those white males were dominant they could mostly laugh off the “inconvenience” the legal changes and linguistic developments represented by political correctness, but now white males are hearing from a variety of sources that they will be an increasingly impotent part of a multicultural American society in only a few decades. They already know they are low on the priority list for employment due to the fact that job announcements strongly indicate a desire to have women and minorities apply. One would have to be illiterate not to read “the writing on the wall” and this means that for themselves and their children there is an increasing likelihood of reactions and reactive strategies.

**What Did We Think Would Happen?**

People are increasingly lamenting about the perception that there is a rise in racially troubling attitudes in the US. Of course there is such an increase, but the tension is far less a racial or gender animus than it is resentment over loss of power on the one hand and being subject to behavioral oversight that is continuously looking at whether you may have violated one of the highly subjective rules set out in the workplace examples mentioned above. In this ultra-sensitive world it is also far too easy to misinterpret cultural disapproval for racism. Racism is based on bias against a characteristic that has nothing to do with an individual’s quality or merit and is ignorantly projected to an entire group. Cultural disapproval relates to behavior that is chosen. Even if that behavior is mainly done by a subset of a culture that does not mean it is racist. For example, I detest “Gangsta rap” in its most obscene and violent aspects. Even though the vast majority of its
performers are black my dislike is not based on their “blackness” but because I don’t like crudeness, obscenity, disrespect for women and so forth. If someone decides to call that attitude “racism” then all I can say is “too damn bad!” because it isn’t.

Think about how the rules against all forms of discrimination set out above work not only in theory but in the reality of the workplace. If you are a white male manager and have arguably done something found to subjectively violate the new rules, you can suddenly find yourself out of a job or ordered to undergo multiple sessions of “sensitivity training” through which you are shown the error of your ways by people with their own political agendas and attitudes. As part of repairing your “sensitivity deficiency” once you are prejudged as being “insensitive”, bigoted, sexist, racist, homophobic, too “Christian”, or unwilling to admit that you only occupy your position due to “white privilege” or commit any more “micro-aggressions” that are in the opinion of the beholder you might as well “hit the road”.

On the issue of mandatory “sensitivity training” in a “you’ve got to be kidding moment”--but they weren’t--the Black Lives Matter students who issued fifty Demands to the University of North Carolina in mid-November 2015 pretty much reprised the dictates of Mao Tse Tung’s youthful Red Guards in China’s Cultural Revolution as they made their position clear as to the need for widespread and comprehensive “sensitivity training” including the fact that they were to be the ones in charge.

The BLM students and protesters declaimed: “We DEMAND that the University incorporate mandatory programming for all University constituents (students, faculty, staff, administrators, deans, chairs, etc.) that teaches the historical racial violence of this University and town as well as a historical and contemporary look at the ways in which racial capitalism, settler colonialism, and cis-heteropatriarchy structure our world. This will come from an ungraded course created and facilitated by a coalition of students as
part of a broader task force of workers, students and staff. There is an acceptance of oppression as the norm at this University that must be called out and addressed. *The program will be vetted by a University professor of our choosing.*” [Emphasis added]. 19 All I can say to that is “Go back to China.”

I actually spent more than five minutes on Google trying to find out what “cisheteropatriarchy” means. Google and many other users are as confused as I am. It is comforting to be reminded that college students are still sophomoric and that in many instances they strive mightily to achieve pseudo-intellectualism. But just imagine having to undergo a university or workplace “re-education” program in which your “trainers” used terms such as *cisheteropatriarchy*. There had better be metal detectors at the doors.

The point I am making is that if someone is part of an identity group (for example, “white heterosexual males”) representing a segment of society from which rights and social goods are being extracted and redistributed, even if the individuals are entirely blameless for real and imagined historical deprivations to other identity groups, then it would take a saint not to resent or resist what was taking place. In other words, after decades of progress in race relations and civil rights generally we are entering a phase in which relations are almost surely going to become more virulent and uncivil. Unless we figure out how to more effectively bridge the disagreements between competing identity groups the picture is going to become increasingly ugly.

**Identity, Identity, Identity**

---

19 November 19th, 2015, A COLLECTIVE RESPONSE TO ANTI-BLACKNESS. To the UNC-Chapel Hill Administration, UNC-Chapel Hill Board of Trustees, UNC Board of Governors, North Carolina General Assembly, and other governing bodies. [https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r1Rp3Tn8sPfJbhnbO3vQX0VRnDpaDvB_ctaBKXvhpNUI/edit?pli=1](https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r1Rp3Tn8sPfJbhnbO3vQX0VRnDpaDvB_ctaBKXvhpNUI/edit?pli=1).
UCLA researchers who completed a recent study on the racial and population demographics of the United States suggested that: “the results are related to whites feeling threatened in a way that is distinct from their concerns about economic competition or clashing cultural values. They concluded that the demographic changes are threatening whites’ sense that they best represent the American identity. …. The “threat to identity,” [one researcher stated] “is often overlooked in discussions about why whites are uneasy about changing demographics.” 20

This shift in perspective and societal demographics is a key element in a set of trends that presents a foreboding picture for America’s future. No matter what the people in the newly subordinated category of “whites” and “white males” do, they are open to charges that the institutional system itself is structured in a discriminatory way as a matter of its history. This produces the accusation that any treatment an upset person receives who is part of one of the favored classes is inherent institutional discrimination.

For the anti-discrimination laws, and supportive institutions such as the EEOC to remain in place, an altered test was needed for what constituted discrimination and workplace harassment. Since so much of discrimination was said to either cease or “go underground” and become subtler another descriptor had to be put into play. If people generally were no longer engaging in overt discrimination but there were still differences in representation of the protected identity groups, the answer was that the discrimination was covert, or subconscious bias, or if not biased in terms of an individual’s conscious or subconscious actions, then it had to be systemic or historical institutional bias. Otherwise the legal and enforcement

20 Stuart Wolpert, “Soon to become a minority in the U.S., whites express declining support for diversity, UCLA psychology study finds”, October 02, 2014.
regime would have no reason to exist on the scale that has developed over the past fifty years.

The bottom line is that a result of discrimination becoming more subtle or even disappearing but inconsistencies and statistical anomalies remaining in access to jobs and opportunities, is that it has become more difficult to identify direct conscious discriminatory acts that violate the law. This changing nature of discrimination, including in many cases its actual elimination, has led to an increase in accusations and arguments such as “white privilege”. It has also produced a kind of interpersonal “mindreading” in which a speaker or actor is required to understand the impact of language and behavior on someone who is a member of an identity group that has been granted power by the law. That protected identity group member possesses the subjective power to define, invent and assert a violation. This includes the apparent ability to read the speaker’s mind about what was intended by words and actions and, quite importantly, to initiate processes that impose serious costs and consequences.

An inevitable result of this new world of subjectivity and taboo linguistics is a resentful, fractured society in which many people are playing “language games” because that has become the “coin” by which advantage is gained and disadvantage imposed. One key finding of a study conducted by UCLA doctoral student Felix Danbold and Professor Yuen Huo is that: “white Americans’ favorable views of diversity tends to diminish if they understand that whites will soon be a minority in the U.S. White Americans may view diversity and multiculturalism more negatively as the U.S. moves toward becoming a minority-majority nation…” 21

Whites as the New Minority

Demographic projections indicate that whites will become a numerical minority by 2045. There are various causes that include higher birth rates among minorities, immigration mainly from other countries with populations that in America are minorities and the fact that whites are dying at a higher rate as “boomers” expire and younger whites are not repopulating their ethnic group at the same volumes as minority groups.

In fact the 2045 date for becoming an absolute minority relative to the total combined population of what will then be other minority groups is misleading for several reasons. One is that minority births will exceed white births in 2020, only five years from now. This will have significant if unknown good and bad implications from the perspective of identity group competition and cooperation. The competition can be expected to become savage when we take into account that jobs are disappearing in many sectors due to globalization and automation. If the job market compresses while the population seeking those positions expands, the social tension and intergroup competition will be severe across the board.

Reformulated Alliances Between Identity Groups

---

22 Doug G. Ware, “Census: White children to become minority by 2020: The USCB says by 2020, white children will make up less than half of the nation’s minors, and all whites will fall under that mark 24 years later,” March 5, 2015, http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2015/03/05/Census-White-children-to-become-minority-by-2020/9751425612082/ "The United States Census Bureau this week projected that five years from now, white children will be in the minority -- and by 2044 whites will be wholly outnumbered by nonwhites. The projection analysis released by the USCB cites multiple reasons for the change in population makeup, most notably that the number of immigrants arriving in the United States is higher than ever. The report also said that birth rates among white couples is on the decline, while nonwhite couples are experiencing a baby boom of sorts.”
Part of what we can expect as this occurs is that not all identity groups are “born equal”. Nor are they hermetically separated from each other. Much of the analysis on the projected demographic shift almost seems to assume a “white” versus “all others” world as the system changes. This will not be the case. It is far more likely that many whites will create joint political strategies with Asians and what are referred to as “white” Hispanics. The strong political support for Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz is an example of the process that is already developing and it is considerably more broad-based than many realize. There will also be increasing connections made between blacks and whites at the educational and career levels represented by Republican candidates such as Ben Carson and Herman Cain, people who are trying to live lives according to the American Dream as they see it rather than operate on a platform that is seeking to rip apart critical American institutions. Consequently, the “white minority” language does not reflect the realities of politics and power.

In this process, however, we face a seemingly intractable challenge of how we can deal with the consequences of a tragically inadequate policy that segregated our cities, long provided and is still providing poor and inadequate education to a large number of black and Latino students, and is sending many of those students into the world totally unprepared to participate in it in a productive way. This is America’s shame and we still do not know how it can be rectified. Although there has been enormous progress over the past fifty years in the creation of opportunities for many black Americans the harsh reality is that we have defaulted on our obligations and allowed several generations of young black and Latino minority individuals to be undereducated, under-supported, undertrained and unemployed.

As the employment system “tightens” and decent jobs become more scarce the overall system will experience continual strife and massive expenditures as a consequence of its betrayal of generations of minority youth who are already being incarcerated in numbers significantly greater than their proportion of the population. This
does not mean that the crimes are not being committed but that we have consistently avoided the intelligent and tough policies required to remedy the sins that we “have wrought” with our minority communities.

**Sensitivity, “White Privilege”, “Micro-Aggressions” and Unilateral Perceptual Subjectivity**

A strong reaction is what we should expect when a specific group finds itself seriously disadvantaged in hiring and promotion and when there is suddenly a cleverly invented set of terms such as “white privilege” and “micro-aggressions”. When such terms come into play in a system in which it is admitted that most overt racial and gender discrimination has disappeared or been reduced to a level of subtle long-term institutional biases built into how an institution behaves, even if its inhabitants themselves engage in no obvious discriminatory behavior, then it represents a system in which “invented” or wrongly perceived or misinterpreted actions are challengeable.

The challenges may often not be because of anything the current actors did but due to the emanations of prior generations of institutional actors. This understandably gets a bit tiresome for many of those subject to the new rules of nuance, subtlety and “mind of the beholder” perceptual subjectivity. It represents a situation in which there can be a great deal of overreaching by those perceiving or claiming to perceive others’ intentions accurately, or attempting to construct a rationalization for why they were not hired, promoted, respected, or treated equally as they perceive the treatment. A result of all this is a system in which people who are the potential targets of making decisions in an institution to hire, promote or even fire an employee considered inadequate are “walking on eggshells”.

As indicated earlier, we are not talking legalities at this point but the effects legal rules can have on what could be called the “deep structure” of a society. Part of the analysis includes how elements of
that society come to view themselves and their protected interests and entitlements. It also includes the creation of identity associations for purposes of “belonging”, as well as defensive and offensive rationalizations to protect one’s positions. A result of such behavior is the generation of “fracture lines” between their identity groups and others they see as trying to take away rights and social goods or who are trying to retain possession of rights and social goods desired by a competing newly empowered identity group.

A Few Personal Examples

Sometimes discussions about vital issues can possess an abstract character that confuses the situation. At this point I want to offer several personal examples that might suggest the difficulty of the situation about which I am writing.

Tom D. and Jazz. When I was in college I had a friend named Tom who happened to be black. One day we were talking about things and the subject of music came up. During the discussion I mentioned that Tom liked jazz, to which he looked at me and asked, “Why did you say I liked jazz?” I stared at him a moment and replied “Because I’ve been in your room while you were listening to jazz and you have maybe twenty jazz albums on your shelf”, to which he said, “Oh. Yeah.” We talked about it a bit and he admitted that he was almost automatically alerted to statements by white people that to him indicated an assumption about black people, including of course the classic “watermelon” and “fried chicken” which I had neither uttered nor thought about. I did say that I had no idea about the things that were thought of as attitudinal “signals” by black people, although I added that I assumed everyone liked watermelon and fried chicken so he would just have to bear with me on that.

White People’s Code Words. A much later discussion during a meeting to decide which potential new pledges to accept in the fraternity Tom and I belonged to also demonstrated it was not unwise or unreasonable for a black person to have suspicions about what lies
behind language. One of the candidates was black and during the discussion two or three of the other fraternity members started arguing that this individual, also named Tom, was “lazy” and shouldn’t be admitted because of that. First of all there was no ban on lazy people in our fraternity and since I was surrounded by a fairly large number of lazy white males in the room I felt compelled to challenge what they were saying as a not very subtle example of racism by use of a code word, “lazy”. We were all supposed to understand the “coding” and “rally round the flag” and reject the candidate. It ended up that he was approved and was a solid member of the fraternity, a good “brother”. The experience shows the reality of what most black people faced decades ago and still face in a world where racism has gone underground. If you read the anonymous comments to any Internet post in which race is an issue it is obvious that there is still a hardcore set of angry racist people “trolling” the Internet revealing rotten and vile attitudes that few would ever utter aloud absent the Internet’s anonymity. This means that even though much discriminatory action has disappeared there is still a hard core of sexism, racism, anti-gay and other biases in our society.

My Way Or The Highway. Not all that long ago I attended the Women Law Professors session at an AALS Annual Meeting. At one point during the floor discussion a female law professor who was black stood up and admonished the other women in attendance. Her point was voiced very strongly and was that black law teachers did not want the white women law teachers to evaluate, discuss and critique what they said. She explained that “we know what we are talking about and what we want from you is support and agreement.” While that may be a slight paraphrase it captures precisely the point that was being made. Essentially the statement was: “We are writing from our experience and space and your job is to accept what we say and be our advocates.”

This really goes to the heart of what is going on in universities and many political movements at this point. For those of us suffering under the delusion that universities and education exist to develop
critical minds, to seek objective truths, and to challenge those in power who misinterpret and abuse their responsibility, someone asking and demanding that they are entitled to a “rubber stamp” of what they say and to full political support is asking too much. Yet that is part of what is going on in American society and in universities to far too great an extent and it is getting worse.

**Don’t Ever Tell a Female Academic She Is Being “Irrational”**.

Other experiences include a disagreement with a female faculty member about an issue about which I don’t even remember the substance. During the discussion I responded to an assertion that I felt made no sense and stated that her argument was “irrational”. Guess what I discovered? She turned red, raised her voice and ordered me out of her office. I had just found out two things. One was that few people like to be told they are irrational, and the other was that academic women take it badly because many feel that they are being marginalized by claims of rationality versus irrationality. Interesting lesson to be sure.

But she was making an irrational argument without adequate data. She was a tenured full professor who obviously had not suffered discrimination at least in the academic sphere. And, the odd thing is that we are often told through research that women operate more on the basis of emotion and empathy than men and that men tend more toward the rational side than do women. Yet her angered perception that was directly related to the use of a single word “irrational” was sufficient to trigger what then and now strikes me as an “over-the-top” reaction that nonetheless demonstrates the danger of hypersensitivity and the use of nuanced subjective micro-aggression claims.

One thing I have discovered during my years in academia is that there are very few female academics that have an actual sense of humor, or at least who can appreciate my incredible wit. Putting my own inadequacy aside I think there is a very significant difference between what men and women perceive to be humorous. “Locker
room humor” is a regular aspect of many men’s communications and they often treat each other with pretty savage and insulting jokes. Of course there are numerous situations in which workplace harassment is intended, but I also think that a fair amount of what is considered inappropriate and insensitive communication and behavior on the part of men is simply how men communicate with each other. If done in a setting with a woman it will be seen as discomforting, insensitive, harassing, malicious, etc. The truth is that men often insult each other with ruthlessness.

“Insensitivity” As Reverse Coding. During a dean search at my law school we spent months identifying, interviewing and doing background research on candidates. At the end of that time and after all the Dean Selection Committee reports and faculty reviews had been completed we met as a full faculty to make our choice between candidates. When we got to discussion of the individual who appeared to be the favored candidate among a majority of the faculty a black female law professor came into the room almost breathlessly and asked to speak on the candidate. She then offered the fact that she had just gotten off a telephone call with someone she knew from the person’s home institution and had been told that he was sometimes “insensitive”. We asked for specifics but were provided none beyond that description. The until-then favored candidate was not approved because he was allegedly “insensitive” although we never knew any details, was not told who the person providing that description was, what relationship they might have had or anything else that might have provided detail, facts or truth. With this kind of behavior occurring in an institution of higher education why would we be surprised at the decline in standards and lack of integrity among educators and students?

“Blackballing”. Once I was sitting around prior to a committee meeting with two colleagues who were of African descent. The committee’s function at that moment was to review faculty proposals for summer research grants and the number of proposals exceeded the number of available grants. I mentioned during our discussion
that we would have to “blackball” several proposals because of the limited funds and we needed to discuss criteria that could be used to that end. My two colleagues who I counted then and now as friends jumped all over me for my use of the word “blackball”. I said in response, “What the hell are you talking about?” They responded that in that context “black” carried negative connotations because it meant the proposals were of a lesser quality and their reasoning was that it [“blackness”] could be associated with racial judgments about black people.

I asked whether they were serious because in my frame of reference it seemed that they must have been putting me on. They indicated they were serious about it and we discussed their point of view and my own in which as far as I knew there was absolutely no connection to race in the use of “blackball”. Their argument was not an historical one but based on that fact that “blackballing” or rejecting someone carries negative implications of someone being unacceptable and reinforces the thought process in which anything “black” is bad, including people. I told them that since I tended to dress in mostly black clothes and Hopalong Cassidy wore black and he was good and the Lone Ranger wore a black mask, I would have to think about their argument since the idea of the blackball has older roots that had nothing to do with race. But what the interchange does show is that these race, gender, sexuality and religious “things” have us all operating from different and sometimes weird frames of reference.

It also shows that what an individual or group prefers or interprets as insensitive, benign or offensive inevitably differs radically based on the speakers and receivers. I fully admit that I loved the story of “Little Black Sambo” when a boy and that the lesson I took away from it was that Sambo was a smart and very fast kid who survived a tiger attack. For me, Hattie McDaniel in Gone With the Wind was a very positive, strong and forceful woman who I admired even as a young teen when I first saw the movie. Yet these two representations of black people are seen by many black people today as racist. I see
them as strong and intelligent people, not to mention that Ms. McDaniel won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actress for her role as Mammy. I guess we all see things through different lenses and prisms and this is why I am upset by the movement toward a one-sided “micro-aggression” subjectivity and a control over discourse by specific identity groups whose “lenses” are overly focused and non-adjustable.

**Don’t Talk To Journalists.** A reporter from the Cleveland Plain Dealer once interviewed me about the state of Cleveland State’s College of Law where I taught. One of the main topics he asked about was why the law school had a generally but marginally lower bar passage rate than CWRU’s law school. This was a sensitive topic and we spent as much as 30 minutes discussing its varied aspects. Part of that discussion involved my explaining that CSU had a long-term unique program that sought to identify the merits of “non-traditional” applicants [our Legal Careers Opportunity Program or LCOP] and that a percentage of our admissions involved minorities and women who we determined had significant promise for success as law students based upon varied factors in their records for the period after their undergraduate degrees were achieved. As a rule, their LSAT scores and undergraduate GPAs were not at the top of the method we used to evaluate applicants but as well as we could we tried to determine the degree to which their post-college experiences and maturation indicated a strong chance at success.

It was a fact that some of the students admitted through this program did not pass the bar examination. It was also a fact that those students tended to be African-American or females who were significantly older than women students who came straight to law school after college. In the discussion I indicated a strong, faculty-wide commitment to the LCOP program as one that provided opportunity for applicants who came from urban educational backgrounds that quite often did not adequately prepare them for performance on high-intensity academic examinations or manage to develop their writing skills. I suggested that these deficiencies were
not intellectual as opposed to technical and methodological and also that law school did not do enough to rectify that problem. As to the more mature women, many of whom were coming to law school after raising families and being away from the academic world, I put forward the idea that test taking is a skill and methodology that erodes when not done regularly and that the sporadic nature of the law school exam-taking enterprise would not necessarily prepare such students for what they faced.

The news report came out in the PD’s morning edition and as I parked my car in the faculty lot I ran into a black law professor who immediately blurted out “I don’t believe you said that!” I said, “What are you talking about?” He replied, “That the law school’s bar passage failures are because of minority students and women.” More than a little stunned I responded, “I didn’t say that. I said that we had the LCOP program to provide opportunities for students we thought deserved a chance and that because of limitations in their educational backgrounds or time away from intensive test taking they had more trouble with tests such as the LSAT and then the bar exam than our more traditional students who come in with higher predictors in the LSAT and undergraduate GPAs.” I added that we had spent quite some time discussing the nuances of the issue and he responded that the reporter had condensed that discussion into one sentence that blamed the law school’s bar passage rate on minorities and women—one sentence stated as a conclusion he attributed to me after a half hour discussion.

He said, “I believe you but the reporter sure didn’t do you any favors.” We went into the law school and the article was the talk of the building. Paul and LaVerne, key staff members who were African-American laughed at me and told me they knew I would never have said what the PD reported, as did everyone else in the school. They knew me, knew how I felt about racial justice issues, and trusted me.
But the fact that my friends and co-workers trusted me that also highlights the problem with discussions and statements about race, gender, and nearly any other issue of consequence in our society. No one trusts anyone from another identity group. Everyone is now “running a game” to make themselves look good or someone else look bad in an ongoing maneuvering for power, advantage and control. In the situation described above, there was an immediate letter to the editor of the PD claiming I was a sexist and a racist. Some woman who had never met me or sought to ask me about my actual views called the law dean and demanded that I be fired. It basically ended when another woman wrote a letter to the PD stating that the one sentence was not a quote, that I had not said it, and the sentence was obviously something paraphrased by the reporter. She also said that if you read the actual article in which the sentence appeared it was quite obvious that the sentence did not reflect what I thought on the issue.

The point is that any discussion of such volatile issues can explode on us and that we can say something wrong or that someone can misinterpret what we say, or that there are “trolls” who are willing to turn the most innocent statement into a cause celebre they can use to their benefit. Al Sharpton’s justifying response to the exposure of Tawana Brawley’s false claim about being raped by six white men--“But it could have happened that way to others” so the “narrative” was still a legitimate political device even if the rape never occurred—offers an example of the depths to which our political discourse has fallen on any issue of consequence. The fact that this behavior is getting worse and will become even more common as identity groups maneuver to obtain and preserve power represents an ominous crisis for American and Western European societies.

*Power Scholarship Not Truth Scholarship*

There are numerous valid reasons to criticize the institutions of a society. One certainly involves the question whether an institution is operating with inappropriate bias against individuals or identity
groups. Educational institutions are among the most important mechanisms through which we create opportunities for advancement, and are supposed to produce people with the set of intellectual and other skills needed to function effectively in society.

The mission of the university is being altered and in some instances undermined by the heightened sensitivity of feelings among students, faculty and administrators who seem to be hurt or offended by almost anything. This movement is remarkable in its scope and import. The truth is that rather than being a legitimate educational strategy this is a ploy to gain and exercise power through the control of language and the ability to accuse others of treating one “insensitively”.

An important part of the strategy employed by identity groups of late has been the invention of what are referred to as “micro-aggressions”. Those are interactions in which feelings are hurt and students or other activists offended apparently to the point of fear, terror or paralysis. In this alternate universe those sensing the micro-aggressions demand punishment be levied against whoever made them “feel bad” or “scared” or “offended”. Another element is the requested avoidance of “triggers” in teaching and other contexts in which a student or individual who has experienced some emotionally or physically traumatic condition in life needs to be forewarned about the possibility of a teacher discussing a topic, including a particular fact pattern in class discussions or on an exam, watching a movie with a topic that the teacher could or should have known or suspected might cause emotional pain related to “reliving” the experience, or not introducing controversial ideas that could challenge students’ preferred preconceptions.

I agree with Ted Cruz about few things. But one of them is captured by an op-ed he published in London’s Guardian. In that report it was observed that: “Republican presidential hopeful Ted Cruz has condemned the growing wave of campus protests in the US as a product of “pampered teenagers who are scared of an idea that challenges their world view”. Cruz suggested: “I think it is more
than a little ironic that the activities are targeting a leftist progressive Democrat like Woodrow Wilson,” [Cruz said] “I am not a fan of Woodrow Wilson. I think his policies did a great deal of damage to this country, but that being said I think the protesters at Princeton who are embracing this radical political correctness where they are claiming a right to be offended at anything they deem contrary to their vision of the world — that is completely antithetical to the mission of a university.”

The Rule of Law in America is buttressed by the idea of free speech. Universities are supposed to be centers of free speech, dialogue and learning, in the process educating and preparing students to protect and preserve the unique ideal of the Western version of the Rule of Law. This includes the importance of competing factions attempting to achieve compromise through political discourse. There is a rather significant problem, therefore, when the dynamic and often contentious interactions that produce the ability to recognize the potential legitimacy of others’ arguments and the flaws in one’s own are short circuited by political agendas that punish speech rather than engage in true discourse. In that situation, the ability and willingness to hold onto such ideals as are inherent in the Rule of Law are being irreversibly damaged. Consider the words of the late feminist scholar Mary Joe Frug. She wrote: “The liberal equality doctrine is often understood as an engine of liberation with respect to sex-specific rules. This imagery suggests the repressive function of law, a

23 “'Pampered teenagers': Ted Cruz condemns Princeton campus protesters”, A black professor’s response to Cruz quickly appeared. See, Justin Hansford, “Ted Cruz’s 'pampered teens' strike at white supremacy’s heart in campus protests”, http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/dec/02/ted-cruz-princeton-protests-policing-syrian-refugees. Included in Hansford’s analysis is: “black students bear the weight of the theoretical work of unravelling the thread of the intellectual project. Black students must continue to protest, but they also must continue to re-theorize the structure and values of the academy, globally, in the 21st century. Black students must continue to question the foundations of their schools. Who decides the curriculum? Who teaches? Who are the buildings named after? Who has final say over the budget?”
function that feminists have inventively sought to appropriate and exploit through critical scholarship, litigation, and legislative campaigns.”

“Appropriating” and “controlling” is political activism voiced as linguistic control stated as clearly as possible. But the strategy to control language and free expression has been taking place without much thought about its consequences both as a process and if it is fully achieved. There needs to be much more thought given to the implications of a strategy to “design” a new version of humanity and social organization through application of linguistic “governors” that increasingly dictate awareness and behavior in an information and language-based culture?

John Gardner has described the problem with the kinds of position taking Silber warned were “epistemologies”. He explained: “Of course, every line of behavior has its pathology, and there is pathology of dedication. People sometimes commit themselves to vicious or criminal goals. Or their commitment to worthy goals becomes so fanatical that they destroy as much as they create. And there is the “true believer” who surrenders himself to a mass movement or to dogmatic beliefs in order to escape the responsibilities of freedom. A free society does not invite that kind of allegiance. It wants only one kind of devotion, the devotion of free, rational, responsible individuals.”

In words that echo Ruth Anshen’s conclusion that humans don’t just use language but are the language they use, Frug argued that: “The postmodern position locating human experience as inescapably within language suggests that feminists should not overlook the

---

24 Frug, "A Postmodern Feminist Legal Manifesto."
25 For a not-very-flattering critique of postmodern scholarship see, Dennis W. Arrow, "Spaceball (Or, Not Everything That’s Left is Postmodern)," 54 Vand. L. Rev. 2381 (2001).
26 John W. Gardner, Excellence: Can We Be Equal and Excellent Too? 180 (Harper & Row, N.Y. 1961).
27 Anshen, Language: An Enquiry into Its Meaning and Functions.
constructive function of legal language as a critical frontier for feminist reforms. *To put this “principle” more bluntly, legal discourse should be recognized as a site of political struggle over sex differences.*” 28

With this background and looked at strategically, it is easy to understand why some feminists, gender and sexuality and critical race scholars have spent so much time on anti-harassment policies, speech codes, and other efforts to create and define a new set of legally objectionable—and therefore intimidating limitations on expression. 29 It has been a powerful strategy and effective political weapon. In another culture and age it might be criticized as a form of thought control. Today it is celebrated by another “You go Girl!”

**The Example of John Silber’s Epistemopathologies**

Ideas are weapons of great utility in weakening a dominant system and consolidating power. 30 An irony is that once power is achieved, eliminating or co-opting the most skilled wielders of intellectual weapons prevents them from being turned on the system’s new masters by naïve intellectuals who predictably recoil when it becomes clear that the “new” order they helped to create is as

---

29 “Activists have … exploited exceptions to the First Amendment to silence voices counter to their ideology. And they have persuaded universities to impose drastic speech codes on students and faculty, turning institutions that were supposed to be bastions of free speech into enclaves of repressed speech. For example, the harassment policy of New York’s Bard College forbids conduct that “causes embarrassment, discomfort, or injury to other individuals or the community.” In essence, the contrived right not to be offended is trumping the expressed right to free speech, the crown jewel of the Constitution. Instead of being places where even the most obnoxious ideas are dissected and debated, college campuses now are cloaked in self-imposed silence.” *Detroit News*, Tuesday, November 18, 2003, “Losing Liberty: First Amendment: Rules Stifling Free Speech Damage Democracy,” http://www.detnews.com/2003/editorial/0311/18/a10-328173.htm.
repressive as the orthodoxy it supplanted. But it also brings intellectuals into the service of the new ruling class as propagandists because at heart many intellectuals are cowards or seek power.

Former Boston University president John Silber described such behaviors as “epistemopathologies” or politically oriented intellectual movements within the university that he argued not only pursue their own political paths of action but simultaneously repress others’ intellectual freedoms.31 One characteristic is that the movements brook no criticism, responding savagely to any challenge to their positions. The controversial Silber kindled a firestorm among those who consider themselves as part of the political Left.32 Silber was instantly excoriated for his remarks and labeled an intellectual bigot. The intensity and vehemence of the attacks on Silber ironically suggested that you are indeed defined by your enemies and that there was more than a grain of truth in his observations. To limit the impact it was necessary to isolate him through aggressive criticism and labeling and intimidate any who might share his views.

Some faculty leaders at Boston University were particularly concerned that Silber's remarks to university trustees “had contributed to a chilling climate that was affecting selection of research topics.”33 Silber responded that: “‘Resistance is a proper response to those who would illegitimately impose [their views] on others’”34 He went on to say that “‘Boston University has resisted

32 “Boston University president John Silber … angrily defended his record on academic freedom and called a faculty leader who raised the issue a coward.” Dembner, “Silber says new theories can put limit on freedom,” id.
33 Dembner, “Silber says new theories can put limit on freedom,” id.
34 Dembner, “Silber says new theories can put limits on freedom,” id.
the imposition of doctrines that would curtail intellectual and academic freedom. It is plain that some versions [emphasis added] of critical theory, radical feminism and multiculturalism, among other intellectual positions, are ideological in character and inhospitable to free intellectual inquiry."

Silber faced allegations by the Boston University Faculty Council that he had created a climate of intellectual intimidation based on remarks that the university had remained “highly resistant to political correctness and ideological fads.” Silber included “critical legal studies, revisionist history, Afro-centrism, multiculturalism and radical feminism” in his criticism, stating that: “certain versions of radical feminism, multiculturalism, and other intellectual theories should be resisted because they are ‘inhospitable to free intellectual inquiry.’”

We traverse a minefield as we attempt to sort out the potential applications of Silber’s position. On the one hand we have a university president saying he is trying to communicate about something he considers vital about the spirit of the university and is doing so to protect the freedom and authenticity of scholars’ inquiry. On the other side we see university faculty who assert that...

35 Dembner, “Silber says new theories can put limits on freedom,” id.
37 “Silber defends record,” id. The report added that: “Marxism was not included in Silber’s earlier remarks as an area that had been ‘resisted.’ Those mentioned in the April 15 report to trustees were critical legal studies, revisionist history, Afro-centrism, radical feminism, multiculturalism, the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory, structuralism and deconstructionism, dance therapy, gay and lesbian liberation and animal liberation.” Id.
38 Consider this example. Onorio, “The intolerance of tolerance,” supra, n. 80. Onorio asks: “What exactly is tolerance? What I’ve known the word to mean in an academic setting is a mutual respect for all ideas and all people, even if you disagree with them. The First Amendment guarantees the freedom of speech and it is the responsibility of everyone to respect this right.” He then reports: “A recent incident down the street at the University of North Carolina seems to be another terrible demonstration of the intolerance of tolerance. In a “Literature and Cultural Diversity” course, a student found himself singled out by the instructor for
rather than protecting intellectual freedom Silber’s position generates a “chilling effect” that undermines the very spirit of intellectual freedom he claims to be protecting. So what is really occurring in the various camps when such positions are taken?

Was John Silber Correct?

Three decades later it is hard to deny that some aspects of the new critiques and movements fit within the “pathological” aspect of John Silber’s fear of epistemopathologies in the sense that the strategy seeks to control the nature of others’ discourse more than to present its own truths. How else can we assess such anti-intellectual “events” as “triggers”, “micro-aggressions”, “white privilege”, “white supremacy”, Islamophobia, homophobia and its subset lesbophobia?

We no longer are committed to the concept that “knowledge is power” as opposed to one of “mind control is power” and that such control is achieved by shaping people and their behavior through language. Joseph Stalin and Adolph Hitler took the same approach. Central to their ability to control their people subject to their power was the creation of powerful propaganda machines that shaped their speech, after the student said he opposed homosexuality. [The instructor] Elyse Crystall wrote in an e-mail to the class that the student was a perfect example of white privilege. She claimed that the student used “hate speech” and it created a hostile environment in the classroom.” But even that repression of discourse wasn’t enough. “But Ms. Crystall didn’t stop there. She referred to the student as “a white, heterosexual, [C]hristian male” who “can feel entitled to make violent, heterosexist comments and not feel marked or threatened or vulnerable.””

39 See “Silber defends record.” Also consider the idea that: “Liberalism ... immediately denied freedom to those who disagreed with it.” Johannes Hirschberger, A Short History of Western Philosophy 128 (1977).

40 See, Eric Hoffer, The True Believer: Thoughts on the Nature of Mass Movements (1951), and his discussion of how the “fault finding man of words” attacks a dominant orthodoxy in order to undermine its perceived legitimacy and hold on power. Id, at 120.
people’s thought and action—or at least how they acted to avoid being crushed by the state’s power.

The aim of the propagandist is to create “in-group” and “out-group” stereotypes that determine how we perceive, think and act. Done well and over time the successful propagandist shapes the identity of those under the “spell” of the linguistic “puppet master”. Jacques Ellul, in his classic Propaganda explains: “A stereotype is a seeming value judgment, acquired by belonging to a group, without any intellectual labor…. The stereotype arises from feelings one has for one’s own group, or against the “out-group.” Man attaches himself passionately to the values represented by his group and rejects the cliches of the out-groups…. The stereotype … helps man to avoid thinking, to take a personal position, to form his own opinion.”

Maxine Greene offered a powerful insight on the topic of propaganda and stereotypes and their impact on a society. In warning that slogans and propaganda have replaced intelligent dialogue Greene explains that slogans are “rallying symbols” that “in no sense describe what actually exists, yet they are taken—wishfully or desperately—to be generalizations or statements of fact.” In such an environment legitimate criticism easily slides toward fanaticism, and many of the most important social disputes such as those over terrorism, race relations, Islam, immigration, abortion, gay marriage, and virtually any other critical social issue we can think of have drifted in some ways toward the extremes. Gabriel Marcel places what is occurring in a context of fanaticism, reminding us of the improbability of effective discourse. Marcel writes: “The first … observation to be made is that the fanatic never sees himself as a fanatic; it is only the non-fanatic who can recognize him as a fanatic; so that when this judgment, or this accusation, is made the fanatic can always say that he is misunderstood and slandered.”

41 Jacques Ellul, Propaganda,
42 Maxine Greene, Teacher as Stranger 70.
Honesty, in a situation such as the Silber imbroglio, requires that some scholars in the questioned disciplines admit that they are pursuing their preferred vision of society and that what is going on is *power* scholarship—not *truth* scholarship. It is an effort to reshape the culture by determining what is acceptable discourse and related behavior. As such, it seeks to engineer a certain kind of human and a specific kind of society. It is also a source of power because those who control the terms of discourse and define the allowable vocabulary and conceptual structure control the game.

In a political culture this is an admirable strategy for those seeking power or to defend what they possess because it creates the ability to preempt the field in which language is used. Granting the validity of Anshen’s point that we are to a significant extent the language we use and Frug’s recognition that power emanates from the ability to control language, being able to shape the allowable language increases the control over how we think, what we say, and how we act in certain contexts. But brilliant political strategies are likely to become insidious threats to honesty and to the pursuit of truth. In an intellectual community committed to independence and integrity such as has been claimed for education and journalism is dangerous and potentially destructive.

Frug at least was honest and transparent in her description of what she was advocating. She went on to say that: “This is not a proposal that we try to promote a benevolent and fixed meaning for sex differences…. Rather, the argument is that continuous interpretive struggles over the meaning of sex differences can have an impact on patriarchal legal power.” 44 Some of the “interpretive struggles” have been designed to preempt the terms of discourse and to impose limits on speech. This is the language of political struggle, strategy and a war of attrition, not that of the detached and independent scholar. In fact one of the most prominent Crits now teaching at

Harvard used the “war of attrition” description explanation when we are discussing the movement twenty years ago. As it was at that time, it remains a guerrilla war in which language is being used to “sap” and undermine the existing power structure.

A challenge to such control and a reemphasis of the importance of open discourse has been argued by Daphne Patai in the context of her challenge to the frequently voiced assertion that those who are from a subordinated class have the right to use offensive speech against other dominant groups, while members of those dominant (now previously dominant) groups must be condemned if they ever use a disfavored term. She reports that: “[Harvey] Silverglate … rejected the arguments of critical race theorists that offensive speech uttered by historically oppressed minorities should be protected, while comparable speech by their supposed oppressors can be suppressed. Academic freedom, he warned, cannot continue to exist with such a double standard.” 45

Patai goes on to observe: “It seemed to me that the prevailing view was that curtailing free speech is acceptable if the objective is to make women and members of minority groups “comfortable” in the university. As Silverglate wrote to me after the [AAUP] conference: ‘All in all, my impression when I left was the same as it was when I arrived -- the control of speech and thought is well-advanced in the one place where it should be absent.’” 46

**Multiculturalism and Increased Fragmentation**

It is fair to ask whether the criticisms of the new political scholarship are ones based on concerns about the quality of the work or if they reflect some more visceral reaction derived from a combination of

---


46 Patai, “Within the Speech Code,” *id.*

44
politics, vested interests, and natural resistance to change.  

Martha Nussbaum suggests something of more importance for the university, arguing that: “Under the label “multiculturalism”--which can refer to the appropriate recognition of human diversity and cultural complexity--a new antihumanist view has sometimes emerged, one that celebrates difference in an uncritical way and denies the very possibility of common interests and understandings, even of dialogue and debate, that take place outside one's own group. … This view denies the possibility of the task [Harlan] Ellison set himself: “of revealing the human universals hidden within the plight of one who was both black and American.”

This represents not only a refusal of discourse among humans but takes the position that it is not possible or desirable. This denial of the spirit of human development within intellectual and social community leads to a collapse of the idea of a shared quality that binds us in a common effort. The logical outcome is a devolution to a balkanized political and social condition resulting in an internecine struggle for control of the institutions of power—whether to use that power against others or to prevent it being used against you.

Although Nussbaum’s criticism of the distortion that some have made of multiculturalism is unfortunately accurate from the perspective of the lack of intellectual quality, balance and precision of much of the work, even the uncritical “critical” scholarship she decries may have important positive intellectual effects over time. If we look at what is occurring as a process and system rather than as

---

47 Martha Nussbaum suggests that even with the current excesses of the postmoderns and multiculturalists the intellectual sky is not falling. She concludes: "Nor is it a cause for grave concern, ultimately, that many contemporary critics espouse forms of moral relativism deriving from French postmodernist philosophy, denying the objectivity of value judgments. One may certainly take issue with the conclusions of these critics, and find fault with their arguments. [In any event] philosophers thinking about truth and objectivity have not been very impressed by the arguments of the postmodernist critics….” Nussbaum, *Cultivating Humanity*, at 108.

48 Nussbaum, *Cultivating Humanity*, id, at 110.
individual episodes, even flawed work can generate an intelligible and intelligent reaction. Similarly, assertions may be individually assailable but the collection taken together can argue “large truths” and also offer the raw material of a cultural reality that can be usefully analyzed and critiqued.

Russell Jacoby also criticizes the application of the phenomenon of multiculturalism, observing: “The ideas of multiculturalism, cultural pluralism and diversity turn sacrosanct. They become blank checks payable to anyone in any amount, lacking meaning or content. They not only suggest a politics, but often replace politics. However, even with adjectives like radical or transformative attached, what politics do they designate? Apart from the wish to include more voices in the curriculum or different faces at the office, no vision drives multiculturalism. …. The rise of multiculturalism correlates with the decline of utopia, an index of the exhaustion of political thinking.”

Jacoby is right in that there has been a decline in the quality of political thinking, but fails to recognize that there has been an increase in the amount of political action and strategic behavior amid the use of propaganda to take control of sources of power. We have largely abandoned the pursuit of knowledge for itself and have replaced it with the application of knowledge to achieve desired results. Virtually everything we do has a specific end and we don’t waste time on other pursuits. This includes the university world in which end results, grants, patents and so forth have become goals in themselves and determine the conditions under which rewards will be dispensed.

The telling counterpoint to Jacoby’s argument is that multiculturalism is a political rather than an intellectual conception. It requires no vision because it is a strategy to acquire power for the groups asserting its issues and to limit the power of those who have traditionally possessed it and who are seen as responsible for

---

previously silencing the interests represented within the *multicultural perspective*.

This means that multiculturalism is best understood as a political tool rather than an intellectual phenomenon, and the search for power is the most common element in an otherwise loose alliance of interests operating according to its rhetoric. The scholar-activists represent a kaleidoscope of divergent beliefs, goals and ideologies. Many of the collaborating collectives have little in common other than the need to fight what is perceived to be a common political enemy, i.e., those already entrenched in coveted positions of power and those who might question the legitimacy and agendas of the newly emergent movements.

Identity groups create formal and informal organizations. As they take form they inevitably define group agendas and “us” versus “them” perspectives take hold. This occurs because in a zero-sum world benefits flowing to newly created organizations represent benefits draining away from pre-existing organizations. In a world in which many of the most desirable employment opportunities are disappearing due to globalization, large scale mergers that eliminate entire tiers of management jobs, and production outsourcing of goods and services as well as automation and robotics that are combining to eliminate millions of positions relied on by an increasingly marginalized class of employees the competition to sustain opportunities for one’s group and the resentment of those considered to have an unfair advantage only increases. If racial, ethnic and gender animosity is thought to be increasing “we ain’t seen nothing yet”.

This marginalization of what had previously been a strong layer of the American middle class and blue-collar workers and the elimination of an enormous number of jobs even beyond those considerations has important consequences for the organizations and the overall political community within which they are operating. Robert Dahl describes the way organizational behavior not only
defines us but limits our intellectual focus. He emphasizes: “Organizations … are not mere relay stations that receive and send signals from their members about their interests. Organizations amplify the signals and generate new ones. Often they sharpen particularistic demands at the expense of broader needs, and short-run against long-run needs. …. Leaders therefore play down potential cleavages and conflicts among their own members and exaggerate the salience of conflicts with outsiders.”

Dahl concludes: “Organizations … strengthen both solidarity and division, cohesion and conflict; they reinforce solidarity among members and conflicts with nonmembers. Because associations help to fragment the concerns of citizens, interests that many citizens might share—latent ones perhaps—may be slighted.” This sense of identity group solidarity and consequent divisiveness may be exacerbated in the context of the feminist movement—at least to the extent we believe some feminist’s statements about the characteristics that tend to be found in women versus men. Women, we are told, instinctively tend to work together more than men. They tend, we are told, to have greater empathic abilities than male counterparts. They tend to be less competitive and more oriented toward community.

---

50 Dahl, Dilemmas of Pluralist Democracy: Autonomy vs. Control 44.
51 Dahl, Dilemmas of Pluralist Democracy: Autonomy vs. Control 44.
52 See, Fonow and Cook, Beyond Methodology.
53 Helen Fisher, The First Sex: The Natural Talents of Women and How They Are Changing the World 4 (Random House 1999), argues: “I believe there are subtle differences in the ways that men and women, on average, organize their thoughts—variations that appear to stem from differences in brain structure.” … “Feminine thinking is even affecting our basic beliefs about justice, health, charity, leisure, intimacy, romance, and family.” Fisher continues: “[W]omen, on average, take a broader perspective than men do—on any issue. Women think contextually, holistically. They also display more mental flexibility, apply more intuitive and imaginative judgments, and have a greater tendency to plan long term—other aspects of their contextual perspective. … [W]omen’s broad, contextual, holistic way of seeing will pervade every aspect of twenty-first-century economic and social life.”
Generalities are inevitably dangerous and deceiving even if sometimes accurate in certain contexts. Even though I have known or worked with numerous women who were quite competitive and not necessarily interested in working or “playing well” with others I can see why such as description could be applicable to many. But when these “different tendencies” are turned around and looked at neutrally rather than as virtues, it is not unfair to speculate that, if the assertions are true as a general proposition (and this is not obvious) then it can be expected that women will behave differently as scholars than men.

Differences generate mystery and carve out a special fiefdom for those who fit within the specific quality defined as different while excluding from the new group those who do not possess the intrinsic characteristics defined as locating the new territory. The claim to difference is therefore a search for both power and identity. Women’s tendency to work more collaboratively could easily mean that women are less likely to criticize each other as aggressively as men.

It could mean that women feel more comfortable operating as part of a collective movement and are less likely to be willing to create conflict with their peers. The question to be asked is what are the implications of these alleged differences? If honest critique of other scholars’ positions is an essential element of a scholarly community, are members of a particular collective able to properly evaluate the work of others within that collective or is there a veiled “pulling of the punches” that allows substandard work to be approved or even praised? My point is simply that we should take assertions about women’s (or men’s) natural qualities with a grain of salt regardless of who utters the proclamation.

Even if the points raised here are valid what difference does it make? Certainly there are many good reasons why university-based activists are justified in manipulating the existing system to obtain benefits
that were wrongly denied due to gender, class and racial bias. Those who claim to be committed to the pursuit of pure knowledge and truth far too often have a history of conveniently ignoring the bias, exclusion and discrimination that existed with their institutions and disciplines.

Control of the Language of Discourse and the Death of Liberalism

Universities in many ways can be said to deserve being taken over by the guerrilla forces of women and minorities who have unquestionably converted a substantial piece of the institution to their interests and control. Yet even as I write these words I wonder about damage to the very ideal of truth—an ideal I still consider to be a fundamental beacon—and often feel uncomfortable with the “knee jerk” expectation that dominates academia that there is an agreed-on set of consciously Left agendas to which everyone is assumed to subscribe or at least support.

It is not that I am opposed to many of the agendas in terms of principle or even operational reality but that I have an absolute distrust of singular controlling orthodoxies, however defined. Orthodoxy equals power and as we noted with Acton’s warning, power always corrupts no matter who occupies its throne and controls its levers. Peter Berger describes the repressive subtleties of controlling orthodoxies. “Very potent and simultaneously very subtle mechanisms of control are constantly brought to bear upon the actual or potential deviant. These are the mechanisms of persuasion, ridicule, gossip and opprobrium.”

Oddly enough modern Liberals seem intent on destroying the values of the very society that allowed them to exist. There is an atmosphere breathed by modern academics and activists for that

---

matter—particularly in the *noncumulative* non-empirical disciplines—that believes that anything said by an identifiable member of a group that had previously been a target of discrimination was automatically true and that those who are not full-fledged members of that group can question any aspect of the proffered “truth” only at great peril. In that sense, it means that I can not truly understand the core of any other identity group even though, apparently, they can fully comprehend everything about those not of their identity and critique the thoughts, language and actions of those.

I do not share this perspective. In fact, I find the words of Chairman Mao relevant to this topic. In discussing the fate of Liberalism in a revolutionary setting he observed:

> Liberalism is extremely harmful in a revolutionary collective. It is a corrosive which eats away unity, undermines cohesion, causes apathy and creates dissension. It robs the revolutionary ranks of compact organization and strict discipline, prevents policies from being carried through and alienates the Party organizations from the masses which the Party leads. It is an extremely bad tendency.  

Control of the language of discourse not only provides the concepts that can be used but inhibits the use of disfavored concepts. In a political community this is an inevitable and in some ways even desirable process when applied with sophistication and dexterity. Of course we generally fail in that and default to clumsiness and overreaching. The question to be answered is the degree to which this kind of control is desirable or appropriate in the university, or

whether universities have a duty not only to the immediate society but to honor the past and prepare for the future.

**Conclusion**

I will wrap up this analysis with the thoughts of two of my favorite writers, Martin Buber and Carl Jung. In *The Undiscovered Self*, Jung asserts: “[T]he gift of reason and critical reflection is not one of man’s outstanding peculiarities....” [He adds, tellingly] “Rational argument can be conducted with some prospect of success only so long as the emotionality of a given situation does not exceed a certain critical degree. If the affective temperature rises above this level, the possibility of reason’s having any effect ceases and its place is taken by slogans and chimerical wish-fantasies.” 56 Can we think of any way in which Jung’s words apply to our current social and political situation?

Maurice Friedman relates Martin Buber’s view that: “Whether he takes refuge in individualism or collectivism, the man who flees answering for the genuineness of his existence is marked ... by the fact that he can no longer really listen to the voice of another. The other is now only his object that he observes. But true dialogue, as Franz Rosenzweig pointed out, means that the other has not only ears but a mouth. …. Only if real listening as well as real talking takes place will the full possibility of learning be present....” “Only through genuine listening, and not through any mere feeling of group unity, will the full potentiality of any group as a group be realized.”57

Finally, as Buber warns in language that seems entirely relevant to our present state of affairs even though voiced five decades ago: “In our age, in which the true meaning of every word is encompassed by

---


57 Martin Buber, *The Knowledge of Man* 40, 41 (George Allen & Unwin, London, 1965); edited and with an Introduction by Maurice Friedman, translated from German by Maurice Friedman and Ronald Gregor Smith.
delusion and falsehood, and the original intention of the human glance is stifled by tenacious mistrust, it is of decisive importance to find again the genuineness of speech and existence as We. ... *Man will not persist in existence if he does not learn anew to persist in it as a genuine We.*" 58

58 Buber, *The Knowledge of Man,* id at 108.
“On October 12th the Politburo approved a new edition of the party’s rules. It was, Xinhua, the state news agency, said, “the most complete and stringent code of conduct” in the history of the Communist Party. **It bans party members from making “negative comments” or “irresponsible remarks” about policy. Members may debate issues—but only if they say nice things.** This stress on ideological conformity marks a return to older habits. In September 2013 Xi Jinping, China’s president, had called criticism and self-criticism “a powerful weapon…The more you use it, the more you improve the ability of leaders to discover and solve their problems.” Yet over the past few months, and not for the first time in the history of the People’s Republic of China, a more open debate has given way to tighter restrictions on expression, which has never been wholly free.”

“Speaking to the audience at the [Muslim Advocates’](https://www.muslimadvocates.org/) 10th anniversary dinner Thursday, Lynch said her "greatest fear" is the "incredibly disturbing rise of anti-Muslim rhetoric" in America and vowed to prosecute any guilty of what she deemed violence-inspiring speech. "The fear that you have just mentioned is in fact my greatest fear as a prosecutor, as someone who is sworn to the protection of all of the American people, which is that the rhetoric will be accompanied by acts of violence," she said.

"Now obviously this is a country that is based on free speech, but when it edges towards violence, when we see the potential for someone lifting that mantle of anti-Muslim rhetoric—or, as we saw after 9/11, violence directed at individuals who may not even be Muslims but perceived to be Muslims, and they will suffer just as much—when we see that we will take action," said Lynch.

After touting the numbers of "investigations into acts of anti-Muslim hatred" and "bigoted actions" against Muslims launched by her DOJ, Lynch suggested the Constitution does not protect "actions predicated on violent talk" and pledged to prosecute those responsible for such actions.

“I think it’s important that as we again talk about the importance of free speech we make it clear that actions predicated on violent talk are not America," said Lynch. "They are not who we are, they are not what we do, and they will be prosecuted.”

---

59 “This article is guilty of spreading panic and disorder: More general signs of a crackdown on expression”, Dec 5th 2015.
